Take
Control of
Your Music
Welcome to a new era of
Digital Workstation.
Genos redefines workstation sound,
design and user experience. Whether in a recording studio, on stage or
at home, Genos will inspire and enhance music performance for a new
generation of musicians.

Professional made easy
Genos is the professional
but easy way to create and
produce music. Due to its fast
access to a creative sound
pallet, you stay in the creative
flow and enjoy true inspiration.
Genos is not just the perfect
instrument to play and enjoy
your favourite music; use it to
write and build your song –
either at home, on stage or
in the studio.

■ Easy navigation and intuitive touch screen control
Designed for the player, Genos features a large colour touch screen and intuitive button layout
for quick and easy access. Craft your sound like never before with Live Controls: Genos has
9 sliders, 6 knobs and 7 assignable buttons!

■ Easy access to keep the creative flow
Genos is designed to keep you in the creative flow. Access the sounds and functions you need
quickly and without distraction. Important information is shown in the screen and a secondary
display is dedicated to Live Control functionality

■ Easy storage with unlimited space for your creativity
With almost 60GB of solid state memory, Genos is the perfect home for your creative ideas.
2GB of built-in expansion memory allows the Genos to grow with you, while 3 x USB-to-device
sockets ensure you can take your data with you, wherever you go.

■ Professional, breathtaking sound with unparalleled realism
1700 exclusive Yamaha Voices, new Revo! Drum technology and 550 Styles are supported
by a huge library of arpeggio types, expanded Multi Pads and extreme DSP power for a playing
experience like never before.

■ Enhanced features for enhanced experience
Genos is home to many exciting new features. Live Control gives real-time access to your
sound alongside a joystick for both pitch and modulation adjustments. The new Playlist function keeps your data organised and accessible, especially for live performance while two song
players, supporting both MIDI and Audio playback, are enhanced with a crossfader and even
MP3 lyrics.

■ Professional Output
High quality outputs are an important factor in how an instrument sounds through speakers.
Upgraded D/A converters are joined with a new digital output for studio usage, alongside new
support for condenser microphones with phantom power.

■ Compatibility & Expandability
Enjoy GENOS with the new optional
GNS-01 speaker system and
optional L7B stand.

Genos makes it easy to upgrade from previous Yamaha instruments with impressive
compatibility support. WIFI is built in and the Songbook+ app offers a unique two-way communication for live performance and music data organisation. Furthermore, a new version of YEM
will be released supporting advanced WAV editing.

For further information on the evolution of Digital
Workstation, please see the Genos brochure.
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